
Critique of Liberalism Continued: 
How Free are we REALLY?

Irrationality, Institutions, and the 
Market-Democracy Link



Today’s Menu
• I. Critique of Liberalism continued

– Polanyi:  Summary and Critique
– The Critique from Behavioral economics:  Irrationality
– The Institutional Economics Critique

• Lindbloom
• Williamson

– Liberal Tensions Critique:  Questioning The Market-Democracy Link
• They are not opposed
• They are opposed

– Econ. Liberal argument: Democracy creates too many rent-seekers which bloat the state 
and constrict market freedom

– Political Liberal argument: Markets create inequalities in wealth which translate into 
power inequalities which destroy democracy

» Markets  “double movement” undemocratic repression
» Empirical evidence that Markets don’t lead to democracy



Society is now embedded in the Market Economy, Market is the 
enemy of humanity, an alien form of organization

• Economy
Society

Market EconomyMarket Economy

Society



Sum: Liberal theory and Polanyi’s critique
Smith, Ricardo, Hayek, 
Friedman,  Olsen, Coase
• Price mechanism 

(information about value) 


• Innovation + specialization 
(division of labor)
Comparative advantage  


Efficiency 
Growth 

• Everyone is better off

Polanyi

• Devaluation of nature, 
humanity, and exchange 
through Artificial 
Commodification
destruction of society 
(community) 

• Some are better off (market 
winners), more are worse off 
(market losers) 

• Movements to protect society 
from markets



Critique?

• Free Market capitalism is resilient, conquering 
vast new places—even China!

• Real Alternatives no longer beckon
• Was pre-industrial society really so great?

– They were dependent on the weather!
– superstition

• Does Polanyi represent the triumph of 
Romanticism?



Behavioral Economics: How Free are 
we really?

• Game Theory: the external strategic 
environment

• Behavioral Economics:  The Internal
environment in our brain
– Our rationality is bounded:  “The best is the 

enemy of the good”
– Guilt, optimism bias, and “fairness” affect our 

choices 



Institutional Economics: How free are 
we really?

• questions state-market separation, role of the 
individual, market competition

• Lindbloom
– – hierarchies everywhere!  
– State is biggest market participant!

• Williamson
– Builds on Coase: 

• Transaction costs
• Asset specificity



: Tensions in Liberalism. Questioning the link 
between markets and democracy



The Link actually makes a lot of sense

• If you think that…..Humans are rational and 
will therefore create the most rational form of 
society, economy, and politics

• If you think that Rationality fosters the desire 
for individual freedom

• If you think that…..Free markets lead to 
economic growth which creates a middle class 
who demands democracy



Why markets and Democracy are good 
for each other….

• Market economies have worked better than 
anything before or after.

• Political economy is about the relationship 
between wealth and power 

• Markets diffuse wealth
• If wealth leads to power, then markets also 

diffuse power
• Democracy is the best way to organize diffuse 

power



And Markets create the kind of citizens 
that democracies need

• Market capitalism fosters virtuous behavior 
that is placed in the service of self-interest

• And self-interest is the basis of rational social 
coordination



In fact, Markets create democracy!

• “habits and values of a market economy, 
when transferred to the political sphere, make 
for a democracy.” 

• Even China has a growing middle class which 
will press the state for democracy.

• And it will eventually win



And Democracy creates markets!

• Because it diffuses political power.
• Why is that important for the economy?
• Because concentrated power creates a barrier 

to markets. ---
• Democratic governments provides more 

constraints, more separation of power than 
authoritarian govts.



But there might be a contradiction in 
the market-democracy link.

• Competition—not concentration (monopoly)-- is essential 
to a healthy market—but it

• But free markets create winners and losers,  insecurity and 
unpredictability

• Meaning concentration of wealth in hands of winners—for 
more profits-- who then concentrate power—for more 
security and predictability,

• Thus undermining democracy
• So economic freedom can undermine political freedom
• And political freedom—when exercised-- can undermine 

economic freedom 



Economic liberals sometimes argue that 
Democracy Undermines the market:

• The reasoning is that markets require 
economic competition and a minimal but 
strong state that ensures competition; 

• But democracies are vulnerable to interest 
group and populist pressures

• that distort markets through taxes and 
regulations (especially labor demands 
need to be constrained because they 
prevent capital accumulation.)



Political Liberal argument: Markets create inequalities in wealth which translate 
into power inequalities which destroy democracy

• Democracies create “rent seeking” groups or elected 
officials who can gain power—democracies can 
create power centers that won’t nourish markets:

• president, and legislators plunder the state treasury 
to maintain the support of powerful economic 
groups. 



Also….Double movement is inevitable:  People will protest economic 
inequality (caused by market liberalization) because it undermines political 

equality

• The market is going to relentlessly produce 
inequality of income, and eventually that is 
going to become incompatible with democracy. 

• That is where political leadership and 
institutions come in to constrain the market. 

• And they have to constrain more than just 
monopoly but

• The more constraints, the less free the market



Protest leads to repression

• Market reforms create opposition
• So in order to push through market reforms, politicians have to be authoritarian
• the process of democratization will be sacrificed at the expense of market liberalization
• And that sacrifices future democratization

• politicians recognize that market reforms will face significant opposition, so they resort to 
political tactics like (1) policymaking by presidential decree, (2) bait and switch campaign 
tactics, and (3) the isolation of economic reform teams from congressional and public 
oversight which are undemocratic methods.  as a result, the process of democratization may be 
sacrificed at the expense of market liberalization.  and potentially, these undemocratic methods 
could become precedent, harming the chances for future democratization.  This refers to 
situations in which candidates run on an anti-reform platform only to enact market reforms 
once elected.



Empirical evidence that Markets don’t lead to 
democracy

• In fact, countries that have participated in the 
market and grown fast over the past 50 years --
or over the past 150 -- haven't shown a greater 
tendency to become democratic. 

• Russia: If suddenly the price of oil increases and 
it becomes much richer through the market, --

• do we expect it to become more democratic? 

http://econ-www.mit.edu/faculty/download_pdf.php?id=1090�
http://econ-www.mit.edu/faculty/download_pdf.php?id=1090�


Egypt



Not only do Markets NOT create 
democracy…….

• They can actually destroy Democracy!

The Market dominated by
Large corporations

Democracy



In fact, some say that Democracy requires 
Public Ownership and Planning 

• This is the argument of the Scandinavian 
countries: If markets lead to economic 
inequality, then economic inequality leads to 
the concentration of economic power in a few 
hands, and the concentration of economic 
power destroys democracy.  The concern to 
equalize political power which arises from the 
effects of mal=distribution of economic power 
fives rise to a movement for Economic 
Democracy.



Some problems with all of the  above:  
contingent nature of the relationship

– Whether democracy and markets fit well together 
depends on

• When countries enter the market
• When they industrialize
• Where they fit in the international system of power and 

wealth
• We will talk about this later in the course



And how we define democracy

• we often conflate liberalism with democracy.
Dysfunctional Democracy Illiberal Democracy



What happens to the political 
economy of freedom in all of this?



And how we define democracy

• we often conflate liberalism with democracy.
• Dysfunctional democracies:  Many societies counted as "democratic" using 

standard measures are really "dysfunctional democracies" where traditional elites 
dominate politics through control of the party system, political influence, vote 
buying, intimidation and even assassination. Colombia, which has had regular 
democratic elections for the past 50 years, is a typical example. 

• Illiberal democracies  Suppose an election is declared free and fair,“  but those 
elected are "racists, fascists, separatists.

• Democratically elected regimes, often ones that have been reelected or reaffirmed 
through referenda, are routinely ignoring constitutional limits on their power and 
depriving their citizens of basic rights and freedoms. 

• From Peru to the Palestinian Authority, from Sierra Leone to Slovakia, from 
Pakistan to the Philippines, we see the rise of a disturbing phenomenon in 
international life -- illiberal democracy. 

Dysfunctional Democracy Illiberal Democracy



What happens to the political 
economy of freedom in all of this?
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